BWR Completion Guide
From the
HEAT Cert
unless qualified
in house

This is all the people
in the house.

New box for the
High Energy User
Pilot

Do not total all the
other boxes to get this
number

Date of the
Energy Audit

You can not
have both of
these checked
Yes

Total sq. ft. of conditioned living area.
Including finished basements, bonus rooms, etc.

If the agency awarded
Priority Points in either
of these categories.

Worked on a home 50+
y.o. using the Appendix A exception
Agency DID NOT get
a letter from SHPO

Worked on a home
50+ y.o. Agency
got a letter from
SHPO

Please remember to fill these in and when possible
verify the data is still current @ Final Inspection with
the Client.
Please include Primary Fuel Vendor for Crisis too.

Choose:
Service
Replaced
N/A

Did the agency install a
Programmable thermostat?
What condition was the primary heating system in when the agency first
visited the home?
Choose:
N/A
Operable
Inoperable

Enter the Estimated MMbtu’s
from top section of Audit. You
will need to total the far right
column.

The cost of all materials. Associated
with installing the measure.
This includes Incidental Repairs

The labor to install the WX measures
or the H&S work.
Not the Audit
Not the Final Inspection

Refrigerators,
LED lighting &
ECM motors
Only if the WH
is a leftover
doing under
crisis. Otherwise it is H&S

What was the amount
the Landlord paid the
agency?
Do Not deduct this
from the Materials
Costs.

Home was Weatherized
prior to 30 September
1994

The date you finished file
close out
Not the Final Inspection
Date

RMP Building Report
Cost of the Energy Star approved LED’s, per bulb.
If you have several different bulb costs average across
the total bulbs installed

Number of LED installed

Not a measure anymore

Only if the house is all Electric
heat.
1 Major Measure must be installed to get Client Ed

